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embedded stains, grime 
& odors

FLOOR &
HARD SURFACE
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without buildup or residue.
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Destroys pungent airborne, 
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Dissolves stubborn pet 
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Wee-Wee® SEVERE Carpet & Fabric 
Advanced Stain & Odor Destroyer

Wee-Wee® SEVERE Carpet & Fabric Advanced Stain & 
Odor Destroyer maximum-strength formula permanently 
removes embedded stains, grime & odors, while the 
Pheromone Dissolver eliminates pet-attractant scents to 
discourage repeat accidents. Fabric Protect technology 
leaves fabrics bright & soft to the touch. Treat urine, feces, 
vomit, blood, grass, food coloring & other pet messes. 
Safe, effective & guaranteed to work!

Spray/Foam  
Trigger Sprayer – 32 oz.
Item # 100524780
Pour Gallon – 128 oz. 
Item # 100524786

Stain & Odor

Wee-Wee® Carpet & Fabric  
Stain & Odor Destroyer

Wee-Wee® Carpet & Fabric Stain & Odor Destroyer fast-
acting formula removes pet stains & odors in seconds. 
Designed to treat urine, feces, vomit & other pet messes. 
Safe for pets and homes, effective & guaranteed to work!

Spray/Foam  
Trigger Sprayer – 32 oz. 
Item # 100524782
Pour Gallon – 128 oz. 
Item # 100524785

Wee-Wee® Floor & Hard Surface 
Stain & Odor Destroyer

Wee-Wee® Floor & Hard Surface Stain & Odor 
Destroyer penetrates deeply into seams & 
crevices to permanently eliminate stains & odors. 
Formulated to clean and protect surface 
finishes without buildup or residue. For use 
on sealed wood, ceramic tiles, vinyl, linoleum, 
brick, concrete, grout, wood trim, walls, 
cabinets, plastic or metal pet carriers, and 
more. Safe, effective & guaranteed to work!

Trigger Sprayer – 32 oz.
Item # 100524783

Wee-Wee® Urine Eliminator 
Stain & Odor Destroyer

Wee-Wee® Urine Eliminator Stain & Odor Destroyer dissolves 
stubborn urine stains, odors & sticky residue on contact. 
Formulated with added strength to remove new & set-in, 
stubborn stains, discouraging repeat accidents & re-marking. 
For use on carpets, floors, walls, furniture, upholstery, linens, 
clothing, car interiors, pet bedding & any other places pets 
urinate or mark. Safe, effective & guaranteed to work!

Pour Bottle – 32 oz. 
Item # 100524779
Pour Gallon – 128 oz. 
Item # 100524787

Wee-Wee® Air & All Surface 
Odor Destroyer

Wee-Wee® Air & All Surface Odor Destroyer 
eliminates pungent airborne, fabric & hard-surface 
odors on contact. This formula neutralizes pet 
& home odors on contact without masking 
them with heavy fragrances. For use in air or 
on fabrics, carpets, or hard surfaces such as 
pet beds, upholstery, curtains, bedspreads, 
pet carriers, vehicles & more. Safe, effective & 
guaranteed to work!

Trigger Sprayer – 32 oz. 
Item # 100524784

SEVERE
CARPET & FABRIC
Maximum strength for 
embedded stains, grime 
& odors

FLOOR &
HARD SURFACE
Formulated to clean & 
protect surface �nish 
without buildup or residue.

AIR & 
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Destroys pungent airborne, 
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contact. URINE

ELIMINATOR
Dissolves stubborn pet 
urine stains & destroys 
odors on contact.

SOLUTIONS

No matter the stain,
we’ve got you covered.

STAIN & ODOR

SATISFACTION

OR YOUR MONEY BACK

or FOAMSPRAY

Treats both Surface 
& Deep-Set Stains

ACTION
DUAL
SPRAYER
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Wee-Wee® Pads, Gigantic 

Wee-Wee® Pads in our Gigantic size are 140% larger and 
more absorbent than the average housebreaking pad. 
Perfect for BIG dogs and multi-dog households! Made with 
a 5-ply leak-proof Floor Armor® System, the special quilted 
top locks in moisture while the leak-proof liner protects 
floors and carpets. Treated to attract dogs to the pad when 
nature calls, Gigantic Wee-Wee® Pads measure 27.5" x 44" 
and come in 2 package sizes.

8 pads 
Item # 100202101
18 pads 
Item # 100202102

Wee-Wee® Pads, X-Large

Wee-Wee® Pads in our X-Large  
size are 80% larger and 
more absorbent than the 
average housebreaking pad! 
Wee-Wee® X-Large pads are 
perfect for larger breeds or 
households with multiple 
dogs measuring 28" x 34". 
Made with a 5-ply leak- 
proof Floor Armor® System, 
Wee-Wee® brand pads 
provide all the leak-proof, absorbing performance 
you’ve come to expect from our top-quality brand. Treated 
to attract dogs when nature calls, Wee-Wee® X-Large pads 
are quilted for super absorbency and feature a leak-proof 
plastic lining. Now available in 5 package sizes.

6 pads
Item # 100202093
14 pads
Item # 100513821
21 pads
Item # 100513822
40 pads bulk pk
Item # 100513823
75 pads bulk pk*
Item # 100524768 
* New Item

Wee-Wee® Super Absorbent Pads

Wee-Wee® Super Absorbent Pads provide all-day 
protection for pets at home alone, ailing, or with 
incontinence issues. Made with a 5-ply leak-proof Floor 
Armor® System, the special quilted top locks in moisture 
and neutralizes odors while the leak-proof liner protects 
floors and carpets. Treated to attract dogs when nature 
calls, this larger pad measures 24" x 24". Available in 4 
package sizes.

10 pads
Item # 100517144
22 pads
Item # 100517145
40 pads
Item # 100517146
75 pads
Item # 100517147

Wee-Wee® Odor Control Pads

Wee-Wee® Odor Control Pads eliminate odor from urination 
upon contact twice as fast as standard pads*. These pads 
are the same quality and durability as the standard Wee-
Wee® Pads, but now contain odor-eating technology. 
Wee-Wee® Odor Control Pads measure 22" x 23" and are 
available in 3 package sizes.
*Based on lab-tested significant reductions of ammonia vapors.

10 pads
Item # 100516249 
50 pads
Item # 100516270
100 pads
Item # 100516271 

PERFORMANCE PLUS! OVERSIZED PROTECTION!
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Wee-Wee® Pads 
for Little Dogs

Wee-Wee® Pads for Little 
Dogs are sized just right 
(16.5" x 23.5") for smaller dog 
breeds. Like all Wee-Wee® Pads, they 
are made with a 5-ply leak-proof Floor Armor® System and 
have been treated with an attractant so little dogs always 
know where to go. Available in 2 package sizes.

12 pads
Item # 100202084 
28 pads
Item # 100202086

Wee-Wee® Pads

Wee-Wee® Pads are quilted for super absorbency. Made 
with a 5-ply leak-proof Floor Armor® System, Wee-Wee® 
pads provide the leak-proof, absorbing performance you’ve 
come to expect from a top-quality brand. Treated to attract 
puppies when nature calls, Wee-Wee® Pads offer dogs and 
their pet parents more freedom and peace of mind. Wee-
Wee® Pads measure 22" x 23" and are available in a variety  
of package sizes.

7 pads 
Item # 100203060
10 pads
Item # 100513797
14 pads
Item # 100202085
30 pads
Item # 100513798
50 pads
Item # 100513799
100 pads brick pk
Item # 100513820
100 pads bulk pk
Item # 100202090
150 pads bulk pk
Item # 100515189 
200 pads bulk pk*
Item # 100524305
* New Item

BEST SELLER! SPECIAL FEATURES!

Wee-Wee® Décor Pads

Wee-Wee® Pads now come in a 
stylish Grass pattern. Made with 
a 5-ply leak-proof Floor Armor® 
System, Wee-Wee® brand décor 
pads provide the leak-proof, 
absorbing performance you’ve 
come to expect from a top-quality brand. Wee-Wee® Décor 
Pads measure 22" x 23".

Grass 10 pads
Item # 100516624
Grass 50 pads
Item # 100516625 

Wee-Wee® Eco Pads

Wee-Wee® Eco Pads combine all the high-quality performance 
features of our standard pads with an Earth-friendly approach. 
The top absorbent layers are made with bleach-free, dye-free 
tissue and fluff, and the leak-proof liner is made from 50% 
recycled material. Treated to attract dogs when nature calls, 
their absorbent core and leak-proof liner provide pet parents 
freedom and peace of mind. Pads measure 22" x 23".

10 pads
Item # 100525203
50 pads
Item # 100525204

NEW!

Wee-Wee®  
Scented Pads

Wee-Wee® Scented Pads 
are high-quality, quilted, 
absorbent pads made with a 
5-ply leak-proof Floor Armor® 
System. Treated to attract your pet when nature calls, 
Scented Wee-Wee® Pads provide a pleasing aroma of 
lavender and chamomile. Pads measure 22" x 23".

10 pads
Item # 100521635
50 pads
Item # 100521636

NEW!
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Wee-Wee® Patch Indoor Potty 
& Replacement Grass

The Wee-Wee® Patch provides a convenient way to train 
your pet for both indoors and outdoors. The durable tray 
features a unique pour spout that allows for easy drainage. 
Dogs prefer to go in an area based on its texture and scent. 
This realistic dual-height grass with puppy attractant  
provides a natural feel for your dog. The patch is an ideal 
training aid for both inside and out. Replacement mats  
are available.

Small 20" x 20"
Item # 100203053
Medium 20" x 30"
Item # 100203054
Small Replacement Grass
Item # 100203055
Medium Replacement Grass
Item # 100203056

Wee-Wee® 
Pad On Target 
Trainer™

This patented design 
helps speed up house 
training and eliminates 
messes caused by 
dogs missing the 
pad. The On Target 
Trainer™ helps to keep 
a dog centered on the pad and 
properly positioned for perfect aim. The pad 
holder tray features built-in clamps, which keep any stan-
dard size potty pad firmly in place and secure from playful 
puppies or slippery floors and carpets. Made with durable 
plastic for easy care and lifetime use, the unit snaps secure-
ly together in seconds. Tray size measures 22.75"L x 22"W 
x 1.5"H with 7" high removable walls. Pads sold separately.

Item # 100514546

Wee-Wee® Silicone Pad Holder

The Wee-Wee® Silicone Pad Holder gives consumers an 
easy, clean, and “stay-put" solution while protecting the 
area beneath and around the pad. Leveraging the strong 
Four Paws® Wee-Wee® Pad brand name, the Silicone Pad 
Holder rolls up for easy storage, travel and handling. Fits all 
Wee-Wee® Pad training aids. Washable.

Item # 100512717

Wee-Wee® Puppy 
Housebreaking Aid

Wee-Wee® Puppy Housebreaking Aid is  
specially formulated to help spot-train  
puppies by encouraging them to eliminate  
in a place selected by the pet parent.  
Two delivery options available. 

1 oz (29 cc) Dropper 
Item # 100202984 
8 oz Pump Spray (236 ml) 
Item # 100202985

NEW
PACKAGING!

Wee-Wee® Washables

Wee-Wee® Washables are uniquely 
designed with a raised waterproof 
edge to help prevent urine runoff. 
The top layer lets urine pass easily to 
the thick absorbent core. The non-
skid vinyl bottom protects your floor, 
carpet, and furniture. The pad will 
withstand hundreds of wash cycles 
and is an economical and ecological 
alternative to disposable pads!

Large 30" x 32"
Item # 100202081

Training & Accessories
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           Wee-Wee® Disposable Diapers

Wee-Wee® Disposable Diapers are used for a variety of 
issues, ranging from incontinence to untrained puppies to 
females in heat. Designed to ensure a proper fit on a variety 
of dogs, these diapers feature a fur-safe Flex-Fit stretch 
waistband and convenient tail opening. Chlorine bleach and 
dye-free. Available in 4 sizes. 12 diapers per pack.

X-Small 12 ct
Item # 100523064
Small 12 ct
Item # 100523065
Medium 12 ct
Item # 100523066
Large/X-Large 12 ct
Item # 100523067

Wee-Wee® Washable Diaper Garments

Wee-Wee® Diaper Garments work 
best when used with disposable Wee-
Wee® Diaper Garment Liner Pads. 
Featuring a soft knit outer and full 
mesh lining, these machine-washable 
garments also have adjustable 
closures for a secure fit. For puppies 
not yet housebroken, females in heat, 
dogs with excitable urination, and 
incontinence. Available in 6 sizes. 
1 garment per package.

XX-Small
Item # 100525319
X-Small
Item # 100525360
Small
Item # 100525361
Medium
Item # 100525362
Large
Item # 100525363
X-Large
Item # 100525364

Wee-Wee® Disposable Male Dog Wraps

Wee-Wee® Disposable Male Wraps protect against male 
marking, incontinence, and excitable urination. Each wrap  
is highly absorbent and adjustable for a snug fit. Available in 
2 sizes. 12 wraps per pack.

X-Small/Small 12 ct
Item # 100523613
Medium/Large 12 ct
Item # 100523614

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Wee-Wee® Diaper Liners  
Super Absorbent

Wee-Wee® Super Absorbent 
Disposable Diaper Liners are 
used to line the outer washable 
diaper garments for incontinence, 
training, or females in heat. Each 
pad has a Secure-Fit adhesive backing that simply sticks to 
the inner lining of the garments. Change pads as needed.

Super Absobent 10 ct
Item # 100523615

Wee-Wee® Diaper Liners

Wee-Wee® Disposable 
Diaper Liners are used to 
line the outer washable 
diaper garments for 
incontinence, training, 
or females in heat. Each 
pad has a Secure-Fit 
adhesive backing that simply sticks to the inner lining of the 
garments. 24 pads per box.

Regular 24 ct
Item # 100523616

Diapers, Garments & Liners

NEW!
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Wee-Wee® Waste  
Manager™ Post 

The Wee-Wee® Waste Manager™  
Post trains dogs to eliminate in a  
designated outdoor area, keeping  
lawns clean and green. The Wee-Wee®  
Post utilizes attractant to draw dogs  
to it and prompt territorial marking.  
The top portion is molded to look like  
natural stone, with a removable cap to  
allow for refills. The durable bottom  
plastic stake provides easy in-ground  
insertion. The Wee-Wee® Post comes  
with a 1 oz. trial size of the Wee-Wee® Attractant.  
Attractant Refills are available in an 8 oz. size, sold  
separately in a 6-unit decorated PDQ.

Item # 100202986

Wee-Wee® Waste  
Manager™ Attractant 

The Wee-Wee® Waste Manager™  
Attractant is scientifically  
formulated to attract dogs  
to wherever it is applied.  
It encourages elimination  
through instinctive territorial  
marking. The Wee-Wee®  
Attractant effectively trains a  
dog where to urinate. 8 oz.  
Packed 6 units per decorated PDQ.

Item # 100202987

Wee-Wee® Rake Set / Spade Set

Great for scooping up animal waste around 
the yard. These sets are extremely durable 
and made with an aluminum collection base 
that won’t rust. Use the rake set for grassy 
areas. Use the spade set for sidewalks.  
Each style is available in 2 sizes.

Small – Rake Set
Item # 100203166
Large – Rake Set
Item # 100203168
Small – Spade Set
Item # 100203167
Large – Spade Set
Item # 100203169

Wee-Wee® Sanitary Pooper Scooper  
– Plain or Rake

For use in the removal of animal waste around  
gardens, yards, and streets. Two wrap-around  
scoops, made of aluminum to resist rust.  
Treated wooden handles with hang-up loop.  
32" high.

Plain
Item # 100203157
Rake
Item # 100203159

Wee-Wee® Wire Rake Scooper for Grass

Designed for easy pet cleanups in grassy or  
sandy areas. The spaced metal prongs allow  
quick and easy passage through grass or sand.  
This scooper features a rubber handle for  
ease of use and comfort.

Item # 100203170

Wee-Wee® Outdoor

Wee-Wee® Allen’s Spring-Action  
Scooper for Small Dogs

Four Paws® designed this mini version of one of  
the industry’s best selling pooper scoopers –  
The Allen Scooper. The Small Allen Scooper is  
the perfect one-handed scoop to take on walks.

Black
Item # 100203161

Wee-Wee® Allen’s Spring-Action 
Scooper for Hard Surfaces

Designed for single-handed use on hard  
surfaces like concrete or hard flooring.  
Made of durable plastic with a wide handle  
for a comfortable grip.

Regular for Hard Surfaces
Item # 100203163
X-Large for Hard Surfaces
Item # 100203164
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Wee-Wee® Wall-Mount  
Waste Bag Dispensing  
System & Refill 

The Wee-Wee® wall-mount bottom-pull  
waste bag dispenser conveniently stores and  
dispenses waste bags. It’s designed to either  
hang from an existing hook, or it can be  
mounted to walls or doors using the included  
mounting tape. Easy-access translucent  
hinged front panel allows consumers to clearly  
see when they’re running out of bags. Includes  
200-count roll of Wee-Wee® Odor Control  
Waste Bags.

Dispenser with 200 ct Bags  
Item # 100524778

Wee-Wee® Waste Manager™  
Waste Bag Dispenser

Bone-shaped waste bag dispenser holds any  
standard size roll of waste bags and  
dispenses bags one at a time. Dispenser  
includes two (2) 15-count rolls of large leak- 
proof bags. Bag refills sold separately.

Dispenser with 30 Bags
Item # 100202143

Wee-Wee® Waste Manager™  
Scooper with Attaching Bags 

For those adverse to the nastiest of chores,  
the Wee-Wee® Waste Manager™ Scooper is  
convenient and easy to use. Attaching bags  
keep scooper clean and pet owners never  
have to touch their pet’s mess! 

Scooper with 10 Bags
Item # 100203171

Wee-Wee® Disposable Bags

Wee-Wee® waste bags come in a convenient,  
one-at-a-time dispenser box and are  
extremely easy to use. Bags are  
durable and scented with a baby  
powder fragrance to mask odor.

25 count
Item # 100202133
60 count
Item # 100202134

EASY TIE HA N DLES

60
BAGS

Bag Size:
7"L x 11"H

Baby Powder ScentedBaby Powder Scented

Training Made Easy

DISPOSAL BAGS

EASY TIE HA N DLES

DISPOSAL
BAGS

Baby Powder ScentedBaby Powder Scented

Training Made Easy

Bag Size:
7"L x 11"H

25
BAGS

Wee-Wee® Allen’s Spring-Action  
Scooper for Grass

This convenient scooper allows for pickup of  
animal waste single-handedly. The Scooper is  
designed for grass. Made of durable plastic  
with a wide handle for a comfortable grip. 

Regular for Grass, Black
Item # 100203160
X-Large for Grass, Black
Item # 100203165

Wee-Wee® Odor  
Control Waste Bags

Durable, sturdy bags designed  
for sanitary disposal of waste.  
The bags contain odor- 
eliminating technology that  
absorbs and neutralizes odors  
on contact by permanently  
binding with organic waste.  
Unscented, these bags are  
perfect for those with  
fragrance sensitivity.

Refill Rolls  
120 ct. Bags (8 Rolls)
Item # 100524775
Refill Rolls Box 
315 ct. Bags (21 Rolls)
Item # 100524774 

Wee-Wee® Wall-Mounted  
Waste Bag Dispenser  
Refill Roll 

Center-dispensing Wee-Wee® Odor  
Control Waste Bags are durable, sturdy  
bags designed for sanitary disposal of  
waste. The bags contain odor-eliminating  
technology that absorbs and neutralizes  
odors on contact by permanently binding  
with organic waste. Unscented, these bags are perfect for 
those with fragrance sensitivity. 

200 Refill Bags
Item # 100524777

NEW!

NEW! NEW!
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Keep Off!® Outdoor 
Granular Repellent

Four Paws® Keep Off!® Granular  
Repellent works to repel dogs and  
cats for up to 24 hours when applied  
daily. Packaged in a durable jug with  
a handle and a convenient shaker  
top for easy application. Outdoor use  
only. 2 lbs. (.91 kg).

Item # 100525695

Training Repellents

Keep Off!® Indoor & Outdoor  
Repellent for Dogs & Cats

Four Paws® Keep Off!® Repellent is the perfect 
aid for training dogs and cats to stay off furni-
ture, draperies, counters, table tops, household 
plants, outdoor shrubbery, and more. Repels 
for up to 24 hours when applied daily. Effective 
indoors and outdoors. 10 oz. (284 g) Aerosol.

Item # 100203078

Keep Off!® Indoor & Outdoor 
Dog & Cat Repellent Spray

Four Paws® Keep Off!® Repellent is the perfect 
aid for training dogs and cats to stay off furni-
ture, draperies, counters, table tops, household 
plants, outdoor shrubbery, and more.  
Repels for up to 24 hours when applied  
daily. Effective indoors and outdoors.  
16 oz. (473 ml) Pump Spray.

Item # 100203075

Keep Off!® Indoor & Outdoor  
Repellent for Cats & Kittens

Four Paws® Keep Off!® Repellent is the perfect  
aid for training cats and kittens to stay off furniture,  
draperies, counters, table tops, household plants,  
outdoor shrubbery, and more. Repels cats for up  
to 24 hours when applied daily. Effective indoors  
and outdoors. 6 oz. (170 g) Aerosol.

Item # 100203079

Keep Off!® Indoor & Outdoor  
Repellent for Cats & Kittens

Four Paws® Keep Off® Repellent is the perfect  
aid for training cats and kittens to stay off furniture,  
draperies, counters, table tops, household plants,  
outdoor shrubbery, and more. Repels cats for up  
to 24 hours when applied daily. Effective indoors  
and outdoors. 16 oz. (473 ml) Pump Spray.

Item # 100523259
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Magic Coat® Reduces Shedding

Shedding is one of a pet parent’s biggest 
challenges! Grooming aids from our Magic 
Coat® Reduces Shedding Collection help  
to prevent excess shedding while promoting 
a lustrous, healthy coat. Magic Coat® offers 
multiple deshedding tools designed for  
specific coat types that can help minimize 
shedding-related issues by removing dead  
hair. Our hair care products offer both wet  
and dry solutions to hydrate and moisturize the 
coat, helping to prevent future shedding.  
Tool collection shown on page 17, shampoos 
on page 24

Magic Coat® Tangles & Mats

Magic Coat®’s Tangles & Mats Collection 
tackles the worst knots and snarls with 
dematting tools, cleansing shampoos,  
and detangling spray designed to  
make grooming your pet’s coat more  
manageable. Our dematting tools  
include an assortment of tangle- 
removing combs and mat breakers;  
our cleansing shampoos provide deep 
moisture to aid in smoothing coat hairs;  
and our new detangler leave-in spray  
quickly loosens mats between baths  
or visits to the groomer.  
Tools collection shown on page 17, 
shampoos on page 24

Magic Coat® Removes Pests

Magic Coat®’s Removes Pests Collection aids  
in removing and killing fleas and ticks on your  
pet’s skin and coat. Our selection of uniquely 
designed tools and shampoos help pet parents 
address the issues of pest prevention and  
removal. Fine and extra-fine combs, along with  
a lighted LED flea comb for the big jobs, provide  
the right tools for a variety of coat types. Our 
medicated shampoos offer both regular and 
advanced solutions for dogs, cats, puppies,  
and kittens, helping to rid all coat types of fleas!  
Tool collection shown on page 21, shampoo on 
page 24

fourpaws.com          15
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REDUCES SHEDDING

Magic Coat® Pro 2-in-1 Brush 
with Shedding Blade

DUAL-SIDED ACTION! The patented Pro 
2-in-1 Brush is both a slicker brush and 
shedding blade combined. Absolutely unique 
and one-of-a-kind in the pet industry!  
Available in 2 sizes. 

Small
Item # 100519972
Medium
Item # 100519973

Magic Coat® Gentle Slicker 
Wire Brush for Puppies

FOR DELICATE COATS! The Magic Coat® 
Gentle Slicker Wire Brush has been designed 
especially for puppies, with thinner bristles to 
eliminate unwanted hair with a gentle touch.

Item # 100519974

Magic Coat® Slicker Brushes 

ERGONOMIC HANDLE! For a well-groomed 
appearance, dogs need to be brushed 
regularly. Magic Coat® Slicker Brushes are 
designed with a sturdy ergonomic handle to 
easily remove mats while pulling out dead 
hair. Brushing your dog stimulates the skin to 
promote healthy circulation and increase shine. 
Available in 2 sizes.

Small
Item # 100517063
Medium
Item # 100517066

Magic Coat® Self-Cleaning 
Slicker Brush

SELF-CLEANING BUTTON! The Magic Coat® 
Self-Cleaning Slicker Brush is designed to eas-
ily remove mats and dead hair with the added 
benefit of being easy to clean. Easy push but-
ton for quick removal of hair from the slicker 
brush. Brushing your dog stimulates the skin to 
promote healthy circulation and increase shine.

Item # 100512946

Magic Coat® Gentle Slicker  
Wire Brush

FOR DELICATE SKIN! Magic Coat® Gentle 
Slicker Wire Brushes have been designed 
especially for pets with sensitive skin and delicate 
coats to easily remove dead, unwanted hair, and 
features a professional non-slip grip.

Mini 
Item # 100519975

Magic Coat® Flexihead Slicker 

2-IN-1! The Magic Coat® Flexihead Slicker 
contours to your dog’s body to reduce pulling. 
This 2-in-1 brush features one side of soft, 
curvy tips for lifting dirt and dust gently, while 
the other side has hard metal pins to remove 
dead, loose hair. Both sides stimulate and 
massage the skin, promoting healthy circulation.

Item # 100515314

  Magic Coat® Rotating-Head Slicker Brush 

A rotating head for convenient and effective grooming! The Magic Coat® Rotating-Head  
Slicker conveniently swivels into eight locking positions to allow brushing from all angles  
and directions. The rotating head allows for easier grooming of your dog's underbelly, 
especially for long-haired breeds. The ergonomic handle allows for a sure, sturdy grip,  
helping to remove stubborn mats and loose hair to leave your pet's coat healthy and shiny!

Item # 100523126

NEW!
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Magic Coat® Folding Shedding Blade

FOLDS UP! The Magic Coat® Folding 
Shedding Blade helps remove unwanted dead 
hair, reduces shedding, and minimizes any 
tangles and matting, all while helping to restore 
luster to your dog’s coat. Works best on short 
and medium coats! Folds up for space saving & 
easy storage.

Item # 100515313

Magic Coat® Flexi-Head Bristle Brush

FLEXI-HEAD! The Four Paws® Magic Coat® Flexi-
Head Bristle Brush combines both pins and bristles 
to create a perfect multi-use tool. The rounded 
pins provide extra comfort to reduce tangles and 
knots, while the gentle, soft bristles lift dirt, dander, 
and dust from your dog's coat. Both the pins and 
bristles stimulate your pet's natural oils, leaving a 
shiny, healthy coat. The flexi-head handle contours 
to your dog's body to reduce pulling and provides 
your pet with the ultimate grooming experience.

Item # 100519962

Magic Coat® Shedding Rake 

GROOMER'S GRIP! The Magic Coat® 
Shedding Rake is great for removal of your 
pet's undercoat without damaging the outer 
coat. It safely and gently removes dead hair, 
tangles & mats and reduces shedding.

Item # 100517067

Magic Coat® Self-Cleaning  
Undercoat Rake

ADJUSTABLE MODES! The Four Paws® 
Magic Coat® Self-Cleaning Undercoat Rake is 
designed to perform 3 functions with an easy-
to-use push button to gently remove dead hair, 
tangles, and mats while reducing shedding. 
With just a click of a button, you can cycle 
between adjustable teeth lengths for short or 
long coats, as well as a self-cleaning mode. 
Great for a multi-pet household or for dogs  
with double coats.

Item # 100519964

Magic Coat® Self-Cleaning Pin Brush

SELF-CLEANING! The Four Paws® Magic Coat® 
Self-Cleaning Pin Brush helps to reduce knots and 
tangles, leaving a shiny, healthy coat—with the 
added benefit of being easy to clean. Features a 
easy-to-use push button for quick removal of hair 
from the brush. Brushing your dog stimulates the 
skin to promote healthy circulation and increase 
shine.

Item # 100519965

Magic Coat® Dual-Sided Combo Brush

DUAL-SIDED ACTION! The Magic Coat® Dual-
Sided Combo Brush combines both pins and 
bristles to create a perfect multi-use tool. The 
pin brush side is used to help reduce knots and 
tangles, while the nylon bristle side stimulates your 
pet's natural oils, leaving a shiny, healthy coat.

Small 
Item # 100517068

Magic Coat® Palm Shedding Blade

PALM CONTROL! The Magic Coat® Palm 
Shedding Blade fits in the palm of your hand for 
more control, allowing you to be closer to your 
pet. Use the palm shedding blade to reduce 
coat shed and to help minimize any tangles 
and matting. Works best on short and medium 
coats!

Item # 100515325

REDUCES SHEDDING

Magic Coat® Combo Brush

DUAL-SIDED ACTION! Magic Coat® Combo 
Brushes are designed with reinforced wire and 
nylon bristles. Removes dead, unwanted hair 
along with mats and tangles.

Large 
Item # 100519976

Magic Coat® Pin Brush

COMFORT TIPS! For a well-groomed 
appearance, dogs need to be combed and 
brushed regularly. The Magic Coat® Pin Brush 
features an ergonomic comfort handle and metal 
pins used to help reduce knots and tangles, 
leaving a shiny, healthy coat.

Item # 100516554
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Magic Coat® Nail File

GROOMER'S GRIP! The Magic Coat® Nail 
File is a useful tool for all pet owners. It safely 
and gently removes jagged edges on nails that 
could cause a nail to crack and break.

Item # 100517062

Magic Coat® Safety Nail Clippers

SAFETY LOCK & DELUXE GRIP! The Magic 
Coat® Safety Nail Clippers are made with heavy-
duty stainless steel blades made for easy, safe, 
and painless trimming. Features an ergonomic 
rubberized safety grip, a bar to prevent over-
trimming, and a handle locking mechanism for 
safe storage.

Item # 100517065

Magic Coat® Nail Clipper

SECURE GRIP! The Magic Coat® Nail Clipper 
is made with stainless steel blades and is made 
for easy, safe, and painless trimming.

Item # 100516997

Magic Coat® Nail Trimmers

STAINLESS STEEL! The Magic Coat® Nail 
Trimmers feature an ergonomic rubberized safety 
grip and safety bar to prevent over-trimming. The 
trimmers have heavy-duty stainless steel blades 
made for easy, safe, and painless trimming. 2 
sizes available. Small size is for dogs less than 
40 lbs and Large size is for dogs over 40 lbs.

Small
Item # 100517064
Large
Item # 100517069

Magic Coat® Super Mini Nail Clipper

FOR ALL PETS! The Magic Coat® Super Mini 
Nail Clipper can be used on dogs, cats, birds, 
and other household pets. It is designed with a 
moveable safety bar to prevent over-cutting and 
has large handles to offer a comfortable grip.

Item # 100519176

Magic Coat® Super Pet Nail Clipper

FOR LARGE BREEDS! The Magic Coat® 
Super Pet Nail Clipper was designed especially 
for large breeds and is recommended by veteri-
narians, groomers, and professional handlers.

Item # 100519175

NAIL CARE
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ANTI-TANGLE! For a well-groomed appear-
ance, dogs need to be combed and brushed 
regularly. The Magic Coat® Rotating Pin Brush 
features rounded stainless steel teeth that 
rotate gently to detangle and remove dead hair 
without pulling.

Item # 100516560

Magic Coat® Mat Removing Comb 

TACKLE TOUGH MATS! The Magic Coat® 
Mat Removing Comb works great on stubborn 
mats and tangles. Mats can hurt your dog. Mat- 
removing comb blades tackle unmanageable 
mats efficiently while maintaining coat’s length.

Item # 100512934

Magic Coat® Pet Comb

COARSE & FINE TOOTH! The Magic Coat® 
Pet Comb features both fine and coarse combs 
in one tool for multi-purpose functionality.  
The rounded stainless steel teeth detangle  
and remove dead hair while lifting and fluffing  
the coat.

Item # 100512935

Magic Coat® Mat Breaker 

REVERSIBLE BLADES! The Magic Coat® Mat 
Breaker with Adjustable Blade works best on 
stubborn mats and tangles. Mats can hurt your 
dog if not managed. Reversible blades allow 
for multiple directional use while grooming your 
dog. Additionally, it can be used by right or left-
handers with the push of a button.

Item # 100515320

Magic Coat® Pro De-Matting  
Tool Total Body

FULL-BODY GROOMING! The Magic Coat®  
Total Body Pro De-Matting tool prevents mat 
formations before they occur by removing loose 
and dead hair. The stainless steel blades gently 
and easily detangle matted hair. The tool’s  
contoured shape and rubberized handle provide 
a firm, comfortable grip. For medium to coarse 
textured hair.

Item # 100202074

TANGLES & MATS

Magic Coat® Pro De-Matting Tool  
Sensitive Areas

FOR SENSITIVE AREAS! The Magic Coat® 
Sensitive Areas Pro De-Matting tool, for fine 
to medium textured hair, gently and easily 
detangles matted hair and removes loose, dead 
mat-causing hair. The smaller-sized tool makes 
it easier to de-mat sensitive pet areas like ears, 
tail, belly, underarms, and legs. Stainless steel 
blades, customized for pet hair texture, comb 
easily through fur, and the rubberized handle 
provides a firm comfortable grip. For medium 
to coarse textured hair.

Item # 100202076

Magic Coat®  
Instant Mat & Tangle Remover

FAST AND EASY! The Magic Coat® Instant 
Mat & Tangle Remover is recommended to 
remove mats and tangles quickly.

Item # 100519971
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Magic Coat® Ear & Eye Scissors 

EAR & EYE SHEARS! Magic Coat® Ear and 
Eye Scissors are designed to trim the delicate 
and difficult areas on your pet, such as the 
hair around the ears, eyes, and in between 
their paws. The rounded tip reduces the risk 
of pinching your dog's skin while giving you 
access to trim.

Item # 100517071

Magic Coat® 3-in-1 Scissors 

THIN, TRIM & CUT! Magic Coat® 3-in-1 
Scissors feature a straight blade for straight 
cutting, a thinning portion of blade for reduc-
ing hair thickness and volume, along with blunt 
tips to reduce the risk of pinching your dog’s 
skin. This tool is useful when thinning out mats 
and tangles. These scissors are an ideal size 
for general grooming and for thinning hard-to-
reach areas such as around the legs and paws. 
In addition, these scissors have non-slip finger 
grips to reduce the risk of slipping.

Item # 100516558

Magic Coat® Grooming Shears  

GROOMER’S GRIP! Magic Coat® Grooming 
Shears are useful for grooming all types of 
coats. This tool has specially designed rounded 
tips to reduce the risk of pinching your dog's 
skin, as well as non-slip finger grips to reduce 
the risk of slipping.

Item # 100517070

Magic Coat® Grooming Scissors

SMALL SIZE! Magic Coat® Grooming Scissors 
are useful for grooming all types of coats. They 
include a comfort-grip handle and a rounded 
safety tip for ease and convenience. 

51⁄2"  
Item # 100519967

TRIM
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Magic Coat® Flea Comb

GROOMER’S GRIP! The Magic Coat® Flea 
Comb features an ergonomic comfort-grip 
handle. These tightly placed teeth effectively 
remove fleas, ticks, and their eggs from your 
dog’s coat.

Item # 100516559

Magic Coat® Palm Flea Comb

CONTOUR GRIP! The Magic Coat® Palm Flea 
Comb is specifically contoured to fit in your 
palm to easily remove fleas, ticks, and their 
eggs from your dog’s coat, while keeping your 
pet close. This compact, comfortable comb 
features a non-slip pad and can reach where 
pests like to hide.

Item # 100516355

Magic Coat® Flea Catcher® Comb

FINE TOOTH COMB! The Magic Coat® Flea 
Catcher Comb has fine teeth to catch and 
remove fleas and their eggs from your pet’s 
coat.

Item # 100519177

REMOVES PESTS

Magic Coat® Lighted Flea Comb

BRIGHT LED LIGHTS! Featuring multiple LED 
lights along the teeth, the Four Paws® Magic 
Coat® Lighted Flea Comb helps you spot fleas 
and ticks where they hide. The tightly spaced 
double-row teeth effectively aid in catching 
and retaining fleas and ticks, while the sturdy 
ergonomic handle allows for a better grip. 
Requires two (2) AAA batteries (not included).

Item # 100523127

Magic Coat® Pet Hair Remover 

DUAL-SIDED ACTION! The Magic Coat® Pet 
Hair Remover safely and gently removes hair 
from pet beds, clothing, carpets, and furniture. 
It removes lint and dust from any type of sur-
face. Easy to clean and completely reusable!

Item # 100517061
 
Item # 100203368
12 unit display

CLEAN UP

Magic Coat® 2-in-1 Brush & Dispenser

2-IN-1 DISPENSER & BRUSH! The Magic Coat® 
Bath Brush PLUS Shampoo Dispenser is a grooming 
tool and single-handed push button shampoo 
dispenser all in one. When the brush is used on a dry 
dog, the soft, flexible rubber tips gently lift dirt, dust, 
and dead hair. When used as a shampoo dispenser, 
the rubber tips help lather while gently reaching deep- 
down dirt in your pet's coat.

Item # 100515324

BATH TIME

GENTLE

Magic Coat® Love Glove®  
Grooming Mitt 

ELIMINATE MATS & TANGLES! 
The Magic Coat® Love Glove features soft, 
flexible rubber tips that gently lift dirt, dust, and 
dead hair from your pet’s coat while stimulating 
and massaging the skin. Also lifts hair from 
furniture, fabrics, and carpets. Fits any hand size!

Item # 100517060

Magic Coat® Deluxe Love Glove® 
with Tender Tips 

THERAPEUTIC GROOMING!  
The Magic Coat® Deluxe Love Glove® with 
unique Tender Tip Coated Pin Brush offers pets a 
therapeutic, gentle grooming experience. Tender 
Tips exfoliate, stimulate, and massage the skin for 
a shinier, healthier coat. Mats, tangles and loose 
hairs are gently removed as the gloved brush 
follows natural contours of the pet’s body without 
irratating skin. One size fits all. Also helps remove 
loose pet hair from furniture and clothing.

Item # 100202146

Magic Coat® Flea Comb for Extra- 
Fine Coats

EXTRA-FINE TEETH! This comb was specifi-
cally designed for flea removal on extra-fine 
coats. Recommended for puppies, toy breeds, 
and short-haired breeds such as Beagles, Fox 
Terriers, Dachshunds, etc.

Item # 100519968

NEW!
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Magic Coat® Gentle Slicker  
Wire Brush for Cats

FOR DELICATE COATS! Our Magic Coat® 

Gentle Slicker Wire Brush is specially designed 
for cats, eliminating all unwanted hair with a 
gentle touch.

Item # 100519977

Magic Coat® Cat Claw Clipper

SAFETY GRIP! Recommended by professional 
groomers for safety and dependability, our 
Magic Coat® Cat Claw Clipper is made  
from surgical stainless steel for quick, easy  
nail clipping.

Item # 100519980

Love Glove® Grooming Mitt  
for Cats

GENTLY MASSAGES! Cleans and softens  
cat’s coat, removes loose hair, and gently  
massages. Made from a lightweight neoprene  
material with an adjustable closer and soft  
rubber nubs, the Love Glove® mitt is also great for  
removing loose cat hair from furniture and clothing.

Item # 100202147

Magic Coat® Deluxe Love Glove® 
with Tender Tips for Cats

THERAPEUTIC GROOMING!  
The Magic Coat® Deluxe Love Glove®  
with unique Tender Tip Coated Pin Brush  
offers pets a therapeutic, gentle grooming  
experience. Tender Tips exfoliate, stimulate,  
and massage the skin for a shinier, healthier  
coat. Mats, tangles and loose hairs are gently removed as the 
gloved brush follows natural contours of the cat’s body without 
irratating skin. One size fits all. Also helps remove loose pet 
hair from furniture and clothing.

Item # 100202148

Magic Coat® Slicker Wire Brush 
for Cats

LIGHTWEIGHT WOOD HANDLE! For a well-
groomed appearance, cats and kittens need to 
be brushed regularly. The Magic Coat® Slicker 
Wire Brush is designed to easily remove mats 
while pulling out dead hair. Brushing helps 
stimulate the skin to promote healthy circulation 
and increase shine.

Item # 100519978

CAT CARE
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Magic Coat® Grooming Tool Rack

Easily showcase the color-coded home grooming solutions of the Four Paws® 
Magic Coat® collection with this 3-sided, space-efficient, free-standing metal  
display rack. The metal rack assembles easily and features wheels that lock and 
unlock for secure placement and easy moving. Header card available.  
Please ask your sales representative for additional details.

Merchandising
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REMOVES PESTS

Magic Coat® Reduces Shedding Shampoos  
& Dry Spray 

HONEY VANILLA SCENT!  
Magic Coat® Reduces Shedding shampoos provide the 
added benefit of hydrating, moisturizing, and protecting 
coats to prevent excess shedding. Our liquid formats 
include Omega-3 fatty acids to further promote a healthy, 
lustrous coat.

16 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100525413 
32 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100522312 
7.4 oz. Dry Spray Shampoo 
Item # 100523171

GENTLE

REDUCES SHEDDING

TANGLES & MATS

Magic Coat® Gentle Tearless Shampoos  
& Sprays

SOFT BREEZE SCENT!  
Made with gentle skin-conditioning agents, Magic Coat® 
Gentle Tearless Shampoos prevent your dog’s coat from 
drying out by helping it to retain its natural oils. Our tearless 
shampoos leave the coat lustrous, pleasantly scented, and 
easy to manage. Perfect for puppies!

16 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100525410 
32 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100522314 
7.4 oz. Dry Spray Shampoo 
Item # 100523159

Magic Coat® Tangle & Mats Shampoos & 
Spray Detangler

VIOLET SCENT & LEMON MINT SCENT!  
Specially formulated to provide deep-moisturizing effects that 
strengthen, detangle, and soften your pet’s coat, leaving it 
manageable and easy to brush and comb.

16 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100525418 
7 oz. Continuous  
Spray-On Shampoo 
Item # 100520085 
8 oz. Detangler 
Item # 100523156

Magic Coat® Flea & Tick Shampoos

Magic Coat's specially formulated regular and advanced 
shampoos help rid your pet of fleas, ticks, and lice. 
Solution options range from puppies and dogs to kittens 
and cats with its rich, highly concentrated formulas, leaving 
your pet's coat with a beautiful luster and fresh scent. 

16 oz. Advanced 
Formula Shampoo 
Item # 100525400 
16 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100512975
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Magic Coat® Hypo-Allergenic Shampoos  
& Conditioner

OATMEAL & CUCUMBER SCENT! 
This skin-soothing Oatmeal formula supports skin 
regeneration after removing dead skin and provides gentle 
moisturizing relief, leaving the coat shiny, soft, and healthy.

16 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100525378 
32 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100522315 
7 oz. Continuous  
Spray-On Shampoo 
Item # 100520082 
16 oz. Conditioner 
Item # 100525415

HYPO-ALLERGENIC REDUCES ODOR

BRIGHT WHITE

CLEANS & CONDITIONS

Magic Coat®  
Bright White Shampoos

ALMOND SHEA BUTTER  
SCENT!  
White coats shine with these  
shampoos. Clarifying pearlescent  
brighteners and whiteners safely  
remove discoloration and restore  
fading coats to their natural shine.

16 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100525379 
32 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100522311 
7 oz. Continuous  
Spray-On Shampoo 
Item # 100520083

Magic Coat® Cleans & Conditions  
Shampoo & Conditioner

CALMING WATERS SCENT!  
This 2-in-1 shampoo & conditioner  
combination is protein enriched to help  
detangle knots and mats while moisturizing  
your dog’s coat—all in one easy step!

16 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100525412 
7 oz. Continuous  
Spray-On Shampoo 
Item # 100520084

Magic Coat® Reduces Odor  
Shampoos & Dry Spray

PAPAYA & OATMEAL SCENT!  
Our odor-reducing shampoos help  
neutralize odors while maintaining a  
clean, lustrous coat and soothed  
skin. The dry spray offers a  
convenient alternative to bathing  
for a quick refresh anytime.

16 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100525414 
32 oz. Shampoo 
Item # 100522313 
7.4 oz. Dry Spray Shampoo 
Item # 100523158
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16 oz. Liquids

Magic Coat® Reduces Shedding 
Shampoo

Specially formulated with the added benefit of 
Omega-3 Fatty Acids, Magic Coat® Reduces 
Shedding Shampoo promotes a healthy,  
lustrous coat every time, helping to prevent 
excess shedding. 16 oz. (473 ml)

Item # 100525413

Magic Coat® Tangles and Mats 
Shampoo 

Magic Coat® Tangles and Mats Shampoo is  
specially formulated with vitamin-rich aloe vera,  
providing deep moisturizing effects that strength-
en and detangle your dog’s coat. It softens the 
coat, leaving it manageable and easy to brush  
or comb. 16 oz. (473 ml)

Item # 100525418

Magic Coat® Bright White Shampoo

Specially formulated with clarifying pearlescent 
brighteners and whiteners to safely remove  
discoloration and enhance your dog’s fading coat 
to its natural shine. 16 oz. (473 ml)

Item # 100525379

Magic Coat® 2-in-1 
Shampoo & Conditioner 

Specially formulated to clean and condition your 
dog’s coat in one easy step, Magic Coat® Cleans 
& Conditions Shampoo & Conditioner in One has 
a protein-enriched formula that helps detangle 
knots and mats while moisturizing your dog’s 
coat. 16 oz. (473 ml)

Item # 100525412

Magic Coat® Reduces Odor Shampoo 

Magic Coat® Reduces Odor Shampoo is  
specially formulated with odor-neutralizing  
compounds that eliminate odors, with an intense 
clean that is tough on dirt but gentle on your 
dog’s skin to help maintain a lustrous coat that 
shines. 16 oz. (473 ml)

Item # 100525414

Magic Coat® Gentle Tearless Shampoo

Specially formulated with Keratin & Lanolin  
antistatic hair and skin conditioning agents, Magic 
Coat® Gentle Tearless Shampoo prevents your 
dog’s coat from drying by retaining its natural oils. 
It will leave your dog’s coat lustrous, pleasantly 
scented, and easy to manage. 16 oz. (473 ml)

Item # 100525410

Magic Coat® Hypo-Allergenic Shampoo 

Magic Coat® Hypo-Allergenic Shampoo is  
specially formulated with skin-soothing Oatmeal  
to support new growth after removing dead skin 
and hair, leaving a shiny, soft, healthy coat. We 
recommend using in combination with Magic 
Coat® Hypo-Allergenic Conditioner.  
16 oz. (473 ml)

Item # 100525378

Magic Coat® Shampoos & Conditioners

Magic Coat® Flea & Tick Shampoo 
for Dogs & Cats, Puppies & Kittens

Specially formulated for dogs and cats and gentle 
enough for puppies and kittens, Magic Coat® Flea 
& Tick Shampoo is a rich, highly concentrated 
solution that kills fleas, ticks, and lice, leaving your 
pet’s coat with a beautiful luster and fresh scent. 
16 oz. (473 ml)

Item # 100512975

Magic Coat® PLUS Advanced* Formula 
Flea & Tick Shampoo for Dogs

ALPINE FRESH SCENT! Magic Coat® PLUS 
Advanced Formula Flea & Tick Shampoo for Dogs 
is formulated to kill fleas, ticks, and lice on dogs 
and puppies. It is a rich, highly concentrated 
shampoo that leaves your pet’s coat with a  
beautiful luster and fresh scent. 16 oz. (473 ml)
*Compared to Four Paws Magic Coat Flea & Tick Shampoo

Item # 100525400

Magic Coat® Hypo-Allergenic 
Conditioner 

Specially formulated with skin-soothing Oatmeal, 
Magic Coat® Hypo-Allergenic Conditioner pro-
vides gentle relief for your dog’s dry skin and 
moisturizes for a clean, healthy coat. We recom-
mend using in combination with Magic Coat® 
Hypo-Allergenic Shampoo. 16 oz. (473 ml)

Item # 100525415
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16 oz. Liquids

32 oz. Value Size

Magic Coat® Medicated Shampoo

Tested, proven, and accepted by professionals as 
the ultimate in medicated shampoos, Magic Coat® 
Medicated Shampoo aids in the relief of itching 
and dryness. 16 oz. (473 ml)

Item # 100525416

Magic Coat® Nature’s  
Citrus Shampoo

Magic Coat® Nature’s Citrus Shampoo  
relieves itching and scratching caused by fleas, 
ticks, and other insect bites. Conditions and 
deodorizes your pet’s coat and leaves a fresh 
citrus scent. 16 oz. (473 ml)

Item # 100525421

Magic Coat® Reduces 
Shedding Shampoo

HONEY VANILLA SCENT!  
Made with added benefit of 
Omega-3 Fatty Acids, Magic Coat® Reduces 
Shedding Shampoo promotes a healthy, 
lustrous coat while helping to prevent excess 
shedding. 32 oz. (946ml)

Item # 100522312

Magic Coat® Bright White 
Shampoo

ALMOND SHEA BUTTER  
SCENT! Specially formulated with 
clarifying pearlescent brighteners and whiteners 
to safely remove discoloration and enhance 
your dog’s fading coat to its natural shine.  
32 oz. (946ml)

Item # 100522311

Magic Coat® Gentle 
Tearless Shampoo

SOFT BREEZE SCENT!  
Made with Keratin & Lanolin anti-
static hair and skin conditioning agents, Magic 
Coat® Gentle Tearless Shampoo prevents 
your dog’s coat from drying out by helping it 
to retain its natural oils. It will leave the coat 
lustrous, pleasantly scented, and easy to 
manage. 32 oz. (946ml)

Item # 100522314

Magic Coat® Hypo 
Allergenic Shampoo

OATMEAL & CUCUMBER 
SCENT! This skin-soothing 
Oatmeal formula supports new growth after 
removing dead skin, leaving your dog’s coat 
shiny, soft, and healthy. Recommended for use 
with Magic Coat® Hypo-Allergenic Conditioner. 
32 oz. (946ml)

Item # 100522315

Magic Coat® Reduces  
Odor Shampoo

PAPAYA & OATMEAL SCENT! 
Specially formulated with odor-
neutralizing compounds to eliminate odors, 
Magic Coat® Reduces Odor Shampoo delivers 
an intense clean that is tough on dirt but gentle 
on your dog’s skin. Helps to maintain a clean, 
lustrous coat that shines! 32 oz. (946ml)

Item # 100522313
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Continuous Spray Liquid Shampoos

Magic Coat® Shampoos & Conditioners

Magic Coat® Continuous Spray-On 
Shampoo Counter Display

Display includes 3 of each of the following: 
100520085 (Tangles and Mats)  
100520084 (Cleans & Conditions)  
100520082 (Hypo-Allergenic)  
100520083 (Bright White)

Item # 100521939

Magic Coat® Bright White 
Spray-On Shampoo

ALMOND SHEA BUTTER  
SCENT! 
Easy, convenient, and innovative spray-on 
design sprays continuously from any angle to 
brighten, whiten, and enhance your pet's coat.

6 oz. (177 ml) 
Item # 100520083

Magic Coat® Cleans & 
Conditions Spray-On 
Shampoo

CALMING WATERS SCENT! 
This protein-enriched 2-in-1 formula conve-
niently applies with an innovative spray, leav-
ing your pet’s coat fortified, strengthened, and 
detangled. Continuous spray allows for even 
product distribution from all angles.

6 oz. (177 ml) 
Item # 100520084

Magic Coat®  
Hypo-Allergenic  
Spray-On Shampoo

OATMEAL & CUCUMBER 
SCENT!  
Offering a continuous spray from every angle, 
the oatmeal formula moisturizes, soothes, and 
relieves dry, itchy skin.

6 oz. (177 ml) 
Item # 100520082

Magic Coat® Tangles & 
Mats Spray-On Shampoo

LEMON MINT SCENT!  
Made with aloe vera, this easy-to-
apply, one-handed solution spray smoothes, 
shines, and detangles tough coat knots for easy 
brushing and combing. Continuous spray allows 
for even product distribution from all angles. 

6 oz. (177 ml) 
Item # 100520085
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Cat Shampoos

Waterless Shampoos Conditioners

Magic Coat® Waterless Shampoo 
for Cats

Magic Coat® Waterless Shampoo for cats is 
specially formulated with Aloe Vera. No need 
for water or towels! The shampoo dries quickly, 
leaving behind a fresh scent. Non-irritating to 
eyes and sensitive skin. 6 oz. (177 ml)

Item # 100202593

Magic Coat® Waterless Shampoo 
for Dogs

Magic Coat® Waterless Shampoo for dogs is  
a great alternative to traditional baths. No need 
for hoses, buckets, and towels! The shampoo  
easily sprays on and dries quickly, leaving  
behind a fresh scent. The gentle formula 
includes Aloe Vera and is non-irritating to eyes 
and sensitive skin. 6 oz. (177 ml)

Item # 100202592

Magic Coat® Dry Shampoo Powder 
for Dogs and Cats

Magic Coat® Dry Shampoo Powder for dogs, 
puppies, cats, and kittens cleans easily and 
thoroughly by absorbing dirt from your pet’s 
coat. It will leave your pet’s coat smelling fresh 
and clean while giving it a lustrous shine. Mild 
and gentle, it can be used as often as needed. 
7 oz. (198 g)

Item # 100202591

Magic Coat® Soft ’n Silky® Coat &  
Skin Conditioner

Magic Coat® Soft ’n Silky® Coat & Skin 
Conditioner contains pure Protein and Lanolin. 
It relieves flaking and dryness as it conditions 
and beautifies. This non-greasy formula is 
excellent for removing knots and tangles from 
your pet’s coat. 7 oz. (207 ml)

Item # 100523026

Magic Coat® Tearless Shampoo  
for Cats & Kittens 

Magic Coat® Cat & Kitten Tearless Shampoo is 
enriched with Protein and Lanolin to moisturize 
your cat’s skin. It will leave your cat’s fur with 
a high sheen and fresh scent. Non-irritating to 
eyes and skin. 12 oz. (355 ml)

Item # 100525419

Magic Coat® Flea & Tick Shampoo 
for Cats & Kittens

Magic Coat® Flea & Tick Shampoo for Cats & 
Kittens is specially formulated to kill fleas, ticks, 
and lice. This rich formula creates a luxurious 
lather that rinses easily, is gentle on your cat’s 
or kitten’s skin, and leaves their coat with a 
beautiful luster and fresh scent. 12 oz. (355 ml)

Item # 100513971

Magic Coat® Good-By Tangles®

Magic Coat® Good-By Tangles® has been 
specially formulated to aid in removing tangles, 
snarls, and matted hair quickly and easily 
without discomfort to dogs. It will leave your 
pet’s coat soft, lustrous, and easy to manage.  
12 oz. (355 ml)

Item # 100525420
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Essential Coconut Oil
Wipes, 50 ct. • 8.25" x 7.5"

Conditions, Cleans & Deodorizes
100523175

Essential Avocado Oil
Wipes, 50 ct. • 8.25" x 7.5"

Hydrates, Cleans & Deodorizes
100523174

Essential Jojoba Oil 
Shampoo, 16 oz.

Soothes
100522318

Essential Coconut Oil 
Shampoo, 16 oz.

Conditions
100522317

Essential Avocado Oil 
Shampoo, 16 oz.

Hydrates
100522316

SHAMPOOS & WIPES

®

Pamper pets in style with Magic Coat’s new Essential Oil 
Collection. Each of our Essential Oil grooming products 
provides unique bene�ts to help pet’s skin and coat, 
leaving it nourished, refreshed, and luxuriously clean. 

Our generously sized wipes also have a special texture to 
help catch dirt and lift dead hair while leaving behind a 
soft, conditioned, fresh-smelling coat.

PARABEN-FREE
SULFATE-FREE 
ALCOHOL-FREE

Detangler

Reduces Shedding

Gentle

Reduces Odor

DRY SHAMPOOS
& DETANGLER

®

Gentle
Dry Shampoo, 7.4 oz
Softens & Conditions

100523159

Reduces Odor
Dry Shampoo, 7.4 oz

Deep Cleans & Soothes
100523158

Reduces Shedding
Dry Shampoo, 7.4 oz

Hydrates & Moisturizes
100523171

Tangles & Mats
Dry Detangler, 8 oz

Loosens Mats & Moisturizes
100523156

EASY Color-Coded
Home Grooming

SOLUTIONS!

Introducing a collection of new, innovative 
dry shampoo sprays to provide that instant 
refresh pets often need between baths or 
visits to the groomer. 

With an easy-to-apply, soft-spray nozzle, 
shampoo is evenly distributed on your pet’s 
coat. Each spray has unique ingredients, 
providing a range of bene�ts from soothing 
to moisturizing.
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Essential Coconut Oil
Wipes, 50 ct. • 8.25" x 7.5"

Conditions, Cleans & Deodorizes
100523175

Essential Avocado Oil
Wipes, 50 ct. • 8.25" x 7.5"

Hydrates, Cleans & Deodorizes
100523174

Essential Jojoba Oil 
Shampoo, 16 oz.

Soothes
100522318

Essential Coconut Oil 
Shampoo, 16 oz.

Conditions
100522317

Essential Avocado Oil 
Shampoo, 16 oz.

Hydrates
100522316

SHAMPOOS & WIPES

®

Pamper pets in style with Magic Coat’s new Essential Oil 
Collection. Each of our Essential Oil grooming products 
provides unique bene�ts to help pet’s skin and coat, 
leaving it nourished, refreshed, and luxuriously clean. 

Our generously sized wipes also have a special texture to 
help catch dirt and lift dead hair while leaving behind a 
soft, conditioned, fresh-smelling coat.

PARABEN-FREE
SULFATE-FREE 
ALCOHOL-FREE

Detangler

Reduces Shedding

Gentle

Reduces Odor

DRY SHAMPOOS
& DETANGLER

®

Gentle
Dry Shampoo, 7.4 oz
Softens & Conditions

100523159

Reduces Odor
Dry Shampoo, 7.4 oz

Deep Cleans & Soothes
100523158

Reduces Shedding
Dry Shampoo, 7.4 oz

Hydrates & Moisturizes
100523171

Tangles & Mats
Dry Detangler, 8 oz

Loosens Mats & Moisturizes
100523156

EASY Color-Coded
Home Grooming

SOLUTIONS!

Introducing a collection of new, innovative 
dry shampoo sprays to provide that instant 
refresh pets often need between baths or 
visits to the groomer. 

With an easy-to-apply, soft-spray nozzle, 
shampoo is evenly distributed on your pet’s 
coat. Each spray has unique ingredients, 
providing a range of bene�ts from soothing 
to moisturizing.
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Four Paws® Colognes & Freshening Sprays

Magic Coat® Fresh 
Essence® Cologne

Four Paws® Magic Coat® 

Fresh Essence® Cologne Spray refreshes and 
deodorizes your pet’s coat with its long-lasting 
scent. 6 oz. (177 ml)

Item # 100523825

Turns Bath Time

At-home

into Quality Time!

Solutions
Bathing

set-up

wash-up

clean-up

Suggested 3 x 4 Planogram

NEW
PACKAGING!Four Paws® Cologne

Long-lasting spray-on fragrance that can  
be used as often as necessary to  
deodorize your pet’s coat. Four Paws®  
Cologne will last for days and can be used  
between baths to keep your pet smelling  
fresh. Available in 3 uniques scents. 3 oz. (88 ml)

Black
Item # 100202538
Gold
Item # 100202540 
Red
Item # 100202539
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Turns Bath Time

At-home

into Quality Time!

Solutions
Bathing

set-up

wash-up

clean-up

SET-UP: ADDING COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

Magic Coat® Folding Kneeling Caddy

Our Four Paws® Magic Coat® Folding Kneeling Caddy is 
designed for comfort and convenience. It’s packed with 
handy pockets for storing pet towels, shampoo,  
grooming tools, and more, and its built-in pad cushions 
knees while your pet is splashing in the tub. Our kneeling 
caddy is designed to stay in place with non-slip fabric  
backing and suction cups on the reverse side. Folds for 
easy storage. 

Item # 100520071

Magic Coat® Bone Shaped Kneeling Pad

Make washing up a little more comfortable with our Four 
Paws® Magic Coat® Bone Shaped Kneeling Pad. Designed 
for safety and comfort, our kneeling pad is constructed of  
durable, water-resistant material with a textured, non-slip 
undersurface for when things get splashy. Also lightweight 
and easy to carry even while out and about with your pet—
whether it’s to a picnic, sporting event, or park. Available in 
Blue or Green.

Blue
Item # 100520053
Green
Item # 100521178

Magic Coat® Portable Grooming Station

Four Paws® Magic Coat® Portable Grooming Station with 
Caddy provides an ergonomic all-in-one solution for bath 
time. The foldable fabric stool adds comfort while bathing 
your pet in the tub and functions as a caddy to hold all of 
your pet’s grooming needs in one place. Holds up to  
250 lbs. Folds flat for easy storage.  

Item # 100520054

Magic Coat® Rubber Gloves  
with Massaging Nubs

Before tackling bath time with your pet, slip on Four Paws® 
Magic Coat® Rubber Gloves with Massaging Nubs for some 
added style. Extends to elbow for full coverage. Designed 
with textured massaging nubs, these gloves ensure a 
steady hold while helping to lift dirt, dust, and loose hair 
from your pet’s coat. Great for lathering shampoo and 
conditioner deep into your pet’s coat while protecting your 
hands. One size fits most. Contains natural rubber latex.

Item # 100520048
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Magic Coat® Love Glove®  

Bath Brush

The Four Paws® Magic Coat® Love  
Glove® Bath Brush features an  
ergonomic, single-handed solution for  
bath time with an easy-grip handle.  
The soft, flexible rubber tips can be used  
before bath time to gently lift dirt, dust,  
and dead hair from your pet’s coat. Also great during bath 
time to gently massage shampoo or conditioner while pen-
etrating deep into the coat, right down to the surface of the 
skin. Made of durable, waterproof material.

Item # 100520061

Magic Coat® 2-1 Brush &  
Dispenser

The Four Paws® Magic Coat® 2-in-1  
Shampoo Dispenser and Brush is a  
grooming tool and shampoo dispenser  
all in one. Features an easy-to-push  
button for dispensing shampoo. When  
the brush is used on a dry dog, the soft,  
flexible rubber tips gently lift dirt,  
dust, and dead hair. When used as a  
shampoo dispenser, the rubber tips help lather while gently 
reaching deep-down dirt from your pet’s coat.

Item # 100520043

Magic Coat® Love Glove®  

Bath Massager

The Four Paws® Magic Coat® Love  
Glove® Bath Massager features an  
ergonomic, single-handed solution for  
bath time that comfortably slips onto  
either hand for added control. Our easy- 
to-grasp hand strap conveniently fits any  
size hand. The soft, flexible rubber tips  
can be used before bath time to gently lift dirt, dust, and 
dead hair from your pet’s coat. Also great during bath time 
to gently massage-in shampoo or conditioner while pen-
etrating deep into the coat, right down to the surface of the 
skin. Made of durable, waterproof material.

Item # 100520059

Magic Coat® Love Glove®  

Bath Mitt 

The Four Paws® Magic Coat®  
Love Glove® Bath Mitt is your dual-  
purpose grooming and bathtime  
solution to help your pet maintain  
a healthy coat. This double-sided  
bath mitt comfortably slips onto  
either hand securely for added  
control. One side features soft,  
flexible rubber tips used to gently lift  
dirt, dust, and dead hair from your pet’s coat, gently stimu-
lating and massaging the skin while the other side allows 
you to penetrate deep into the coat, right down to the sur-
face of the skin. Great for bath time, to thoroughly cleanse 
and work the shampoo into a lather, leaving your pet with a 
fresh, polished coat. 

Item # 100520060

Magic Coat® Drain Cover

Say goodbye to drain clogs with our  
Four Paws® Magic Coat® Drain Cover.  
Now you can prevent pet hair from  
accumulating in the drain while still  
allowing for water flow. Universal design  
works in tubs and sinks. No installation  
necessary, easily attaches to your tub  
or sink with convenient suction cups.

Item # 100520046

Magic Coat® Rinse Cup

Rinsing is made easy with our  
Four Paws® Magic Coat® Rinse  
Cup. Spout is uniquely designed  
to help keep soap and  
water from streaming into your  
dog’s face. Holds up to 7 cups  
of water. Top-rack dishwasher safe.

Item # 100520070

WASH-UP: IN-TUB BATH TOOLS
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Magic Coat® Hooded Animal Towels

Four Paws® Magic Coat® Hooded Animal Towels bring out 
the cute factor for smiles all around during bath time. This 
ultra-soft towel easily wraps and fastens around your pet 
for full-coverage drying. This quick-drying microfiber mate-
rial makes this towel a great option for pool, beach, or rainy 
day cleanups. 100% Polyester. Available in 2 sizes.

Lion Towel 
S/M 20" x 18" 
Item # 100520038  
L/XL 40" x 27" 
Item # 100520051

Frog Towel 
S/M 20" x 18" 
Item # 100520050  
L/XL 40" x 27" 
Item # 100520052

CLEAN-UP: AFTER-BATH SHAKEDOWN

Magic Coat® Chenille Wrap Towel

Make drying off a little more luxurious with our Four Paws® 
Magic Coat® Wrap Towel with Chenille. This ultra-soft 
microfiber material captures moisture before the shake-
down, allowing for quick and effective drying of your pet’s 
coat. Hand pockets provide easy gripping capabilities to 
prevent any fast getaways! Measures 34" x 20".

34" x 20"
Item # 100520058

Magic Coat® Super Absorbent Towel

Four Paws® Magic Coat® Super Absorbent Towel provides 
a quick-dry solution for bath time. It is ultra lightweight, 
making this a great on-the-go travel option. Also great for 
pool, beach, or rainy day cleanups. Large size for great 
coverage. 100% Felt. Measures 30" x 25" and is available in 
Blue or Green.

30" x 25" (Blue)
Item # 100520055 
30" x 25" (Green)
Item # 100521179

Magic Coat® Microfiber Towel

Pamper your pet with our ultra soft Four Paws® Magic 
Coat® Microfiber Towel, designed especially for pets with an 
embroidered dog bone. The microfiber material draws mois-
ture in, allowing for quick and effective drying of your pet’s 
coat. Our Microfiber towel collects loose fur, helping to keep 
your pet’s coat healthy and shiny. Available in 2 sizes: S/M 
22" x 18" and L/XL 40" x 22".

S/M 22" x 18" (Green)
Item # 100521180 
L/XL 40" x 22"(Green)
Item # 100521181
S/M 22" x 18" (Blue)
Item # 100520056 
L/XL 40" x 22"(Blue)
Item # 100520057
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Bitter Lime® Pump Spray

Four Paws® Bitter Lime® Pump Spray is a 
taste deterrent that will stop your pet from 
chewing and scratching themselves, wood, 
furniture, or any other surfaces. Will not harm 
pets, humans, or most surfaces.  
8 oz. (236 ml)

Item # 100203081

Aloe Ear Mite Treatment for Cats

Four Paws® Ear Mite Treatment for Dogs is 
specially formulated to kill ear mites quickly, 
easily and safely. It also contains aloe vera to 
soothe your cat’s irritated ears. Product con-
tains pyrethrin. 0.75 oz. (22 cc)

Item # 100514900

Ear Powder

Four Paws® Medicated Ear Powder keeps 
your pet’s ears dry while reducing ear odor. 
Aids in the relief of itching and makes the 
removal of hair from the ear canal easier.  
(24 g)

Item # 100202114

Pet Aid® Medicated Anti-Itch Spray

Four Paws® Pet Aid® Medicated Anti-Itch 
Spray provides aid in soothing pain and  
itching caused by flea bites and allergic  
dermatitis. Aids hot spots and does not sting 
when applied to pet. 8 oz. (236 ml)

Item # 100202115 

Ear Wash

Four Paws® Ear Wash helps relieve itching 
and keeps your pet’s ears clean. Used by 
veterinarians and groomers to remove odor- 
causing ear wax. 4 oz. (118 ml)

Item # 100202113

Aloe Ear Mite Treatment for Dogs

Four Paws® Ear Mite Treatment for Dogs is 
specially formulated to kill ear mites quickly, 
easily, and safely. It also contains aloe vera 
to soothe your dog’s irritated ears. Product 
contains pyrethrin. 0.75 oz. (22 cc)

Item # 100514898

Miracle Malt® Hairball Remedy

Four Paws® Miracle Malt® Hairball Remedy  
supports in the prevention and treatment of  
hairballs that occur from the self-grooming  
of cats and kittens. Miracle Malt® remedy 
is designed to help eliminate any accumu-
lated hair. Also aids against constipation, 
which sometimes causes hair balls to form. 
Effective and extremely gentle. 1.75 oz. tube 
(49.6 g)

Item # 100523270

Potty Mouth® Coprophagia 
Prevention

Four Paws® Potty Mouth® formulation is a 
remedy to stop pets from consuming feces. 
These chewable tablets are available in 60 ct. 
and 120 ct.

60 count
Item # 100202988
120 count 
Item # 100202989

Healthcare
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Crystal Eye®

Four Paws® Crystal Eye® liquid is specially formu-
lated to remove tear and other stains from animal 
fur. This gentle formula is safe to use on dogs 
and cats. Crystal Eye® liquid can also be used on 
Boxers, Bulldogs, Shar Pei’s, and similar breeds to 
clean between the folds of their skin. 
Available in 2 sizes.

4 oz. (118ml)
Item # 100523271
8 oz. (236ml)
Item # 100523272

Quick Blood Stopper Powder

Four Paws® Quick Blood Stopper Powder is an 
antiseptic powder used by both veterinarians and 
breeders to aid in stopping blood when  
docking, cropping, and/or nail cutting. For use on 
dogs, cats, and birds. 0.5 oz. (14 g)

Item # 100523273

Eye Wipes for Dogs & Cats

Four Paws® Eye Wipes allow pet owners to safely 
remove tear stains with a single wipe. Frequent use 
will prevent unsightly staining. Alcohol free. 25 ct.

Item # 100202124

Quick Blood Stopper Gel

Four Paws® Quick Blood Stopper Gel is an anti-
septic gel that aids in stopping blood when dock-
ing, cropping, and/or nail cutting. For use on dogs, 
cats, and birds. 1.16 oz. (34.3 ml)

Item # 100523274
Pet Nursers

Helps to feed all types of animals: puppies, kittens, 
hamsters, gerbils, and many other pets. Available 
in 3 kit packages and a counter display.

Bottle & Brush Kit, 2 oz.
Item # 100202484
2 Bottle Kit, 2 oz.
Item # 100203474
Bottle & Brush Kit, 4 oz.
Item # 100203479
Counter Display, Holds  
2 doz - 2 oz. Bottles
Item # 100202001

Easy Feeder

Four Paws® Easy Feeder is great for giving liquid 
medications and formulas to puppies, kittens, 
birds, reptiles, and other small animals. 0.5 oz.

Item # 100203293

Quick & Easy Pill Dispenser

This convenient pill dispenser is the quickest and 
easiest way to administer oral medication to pets. 
Designed and recommended by veterinarians, the 
Quick & Easy Pill Dispenser maximizes control and 
ensures proper dosage.

Item # 100202162

Paw-Guard®

Four Paws® Paw-Guard® product with lanolin  
helps protect dogs’ pads from becoming  
dry and cracked from ice, snow, salt, hot pavement, gravel, 
and other hard surfaces. 1.75 oz. (49 g)

Item # 100202118

Brewers Yeast Tablets

Four Paws® Brewers Yeast is an excellent source 
of natural proteins to promote healthy coats and  
control normal shedding. Available in 4 sizes.

125 count
Item # 100203476
250 count 
Item # 100203477
500 count 
Item # 100203478
1000 count 
Item # 100203475

Ear Wipes for Dogs & Cats

Four Paws® Ear Wipes aid in removing ear wax in 
the ears of both dogs and cats. Clean, ears, help 
keep pets healthy. Alcohol free. 25 ct.

Item # 100202123
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QUALITY

INNOVATION

STYLE

Four Paws® Smart Gates

Worry-free containment solutions for pet parents • Giving the pets we love a place to call their own
NEW FEATURES • EASY-TO-SHOP PACKAGING • MODERN DESIGNS

SMART GATES
COLLECTION
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QUALITY

INNOVATION

STYLE

Four Paws® Smart Gates

Worry-free containment solutions for pet parents • Giving the pets we love a place to call their own
NEW FEATURES • EASY-TO-SHOP PACKAGING • MODERN DESIGNS

SMART GATES
COLLECTION

Foot Release Gate 

Four Paws® Foot Release Gate is designed with an innovative hands-free solution to contain 
your pet in one area. Designed with pets in mind, it features an easy-to-use foot release that 
opens simply by pulling up with your foot, but which cannot be released by pets. For added 
convenience, a push/pull lever at the top allows for single-hand operation. This gate features an 
all-metal design with auto-close technology, including an indicator to show whether the gate is 
properly latched. Pressure mounts allow for easy installation and moveability, require no hard-
ware, and won’t damage door frames.

30-34" W x 32" H
Item # 100521840

Hands-Free Gate 

Four Paws® Hands Free Gate is designed with an innovative hands-free solution to contain your 
pet in one area. Designed with pets in mind, it features a unique, easy-to-use lever that opens 
simply with the push of your elbow. This gate features an all-metal design with auto-close tech-
nology. Pressure mounts allow for easy installation and moveability, require no hardware, and 
won’t damage door frames

30-34" W x 32" H
Item # 100521829

Metal Gates
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Auto-Close Gate, Extra Tall 

Four Paws® Extra Tall Auto-Close Gate is designed to 
contain your pet in one area. This gate utilizes auto-close 
technology and features a hold button that keeps the gate 
open until it is pushed closed. Pressure mounts allow for 
easy installation, won’t damage door frames, and require no 
additional hardware or tools! Gate measures 39.25" high, 
making this a great option for households with larger pets. 

30-34" W x 39.25" H
Item # 100521841

Auto-Close Gate, Extra Wide

Four Paws® Extra Wide Auto-Close Gate is designed to 
contain your pet in one area. This gate utilizes auto-close 
technology and features a hold button that keeps the gate 
open until it is pushed close. Pressure mounts allow for 
easy installation, won’t damage door frames, and require no 
additional hardware or tools! Gate measures 35.75-39.75" 
wide, making this a great option for households with larger 
doorways and entrances. 

35.75-39.75" W x 36" H
Item # 100521842

Essential Walk-Thru Gate 

Four Paws® Essential Walk-Thru Gate is designed to contain your pet in one area. This strong 
and durable gate features a hinged door and spring-loaded handle, providing quick and easy 
access. Pressure mounts allow for easy installation, won’t damage door frames, and require no 
additional hardware or tools!

30-34" W x 30" H
Item # 100521828

Metal Gates
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Décor Portable Gate 

Four Paws® Portable Decorative Wood Gate features a modern and elegant wood design to 
complement any home décor and provides small-pet households with ease and flexibility in 
containing their pet. At only 17" high, this sturdy wood gate helps contain your small pet 
while allowing family members to move easily from room to room by simply stepping over 
the gate. The freestanding gate sets up in seconds and expands from 24" to 68" wide—
no tools or assembly required! This versatility provides the freedom to move the gate 
from room to room and from a small opening to a large opening. 

24-68" W x 17" H 
Item # 100521844 

Wood Gates

Décor Expanding Gate 

Four Paws® Expanding Decorative Wood Gate features a modern and elegant 
wood design to complement any home décor and provides small-pet 
households with ease and flexibility in containing their pet. The gate sets 
up in seconds and expands from 26" to 42" wide—no tools or assembly 
required. This versatility provides the freedom to move the gate from 
room to room and from a small opening to a large opening.  

26-42" W x 24" H
Item # 100521843 
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3 Panel Folding Gate 

Our Four Paws® 3-Panel Folding Gate is designed to contain your small pet in one area, while 
allowing family members to easily move from room to room by simply stepping over the gate. 
Featuring a stylish natural wood design, this gate sets up in seconds and collapses for easy 
storage—no tools or assembly required! The versatile 3-Panel Folding Gate is freestanding and 
easily expands from 24" to 68" wide, so it can be moved from room to room and made to fit 
small to large openings. 

24-68" W x 17" H 
Item # 100203591 

Wood Gates

5 Panel Folding Gate 

Four Paws® 5-Panel Folding Gate is designed to contain your small pet in one area, while 
allowing family members to easily move from room to room by simply stepping over the gate. 
Featuring a stylish natural wood design, this gate sets up in seconds and collapses for easy 
storage—no tools or assembly required! The versatile 5-Panel Folding Gate is freestanding and 
easily expands from 48" to 110" wide, so it can be moved from room to room and made to fit 
small to large openings. 

48-110" W x 17" H 
Item # 100203592 
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Locking Wood Gate with Mesh 

Four Paws® Essential Locking Gate with Mesh is designed 
to contain your pet in one area. Featuring a natural wood 
frame with Diamond Plastic Lattice design, this pressure-
mounted gate is made with rubber bumpers that secure 
within door frame and requires no additional hardware. 
Lightweight and portable, also a great option for travel! 

26-42" W x 24" H 
Item # 100203586

Extra Wide Expandable Gate 

Four Paws® Extra Wide Expandable Gate is designed for use in large entryways to contain 
your pet in one area. Featuring a natural wood design, this gate permanently mounts to walls 
and easily swings open to allow family members to move from room to room. The Extra 
Wide Expandable Gate expands from 51" to 93" wide to accommodate various-sized room 
entrances. This strong and durable gate secures with spring-loaded latches that release when 
you need to open and close the gate.

51-93" W x 24" H 
Item # 100203596 

Walkover Wood Gate with Door 

Four Paws® Walkover Gate with Door is designed to contain 
your pet in one area, while allowing family members to 
easily move from room to room by simply stepping over 
the gate. Featuring a stylish natural wood design, this 
gate includes a convenient pet access door and pressure 
mounts for easy installation. Lightweight and portable, also 
a great option for travel!

30-44" W x 18" H
Item # 100203595
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Lightweight Exercise Pens

Four Paws® Lightweight Exercise Pen helps keep pets  
safely contained either indoors or out! Each pen is made 
with solid hinged construction and has secure locking 
clamps. All panels are 24" wide, have a durable  
electroplated finish, and come with 8 ground anchors for 
outdoor use. The pen is available in 3 different sizes to 
accommodate every type of need. Sets up in minutes and 
folds flat for easy storage. 

24" W x 24" H
Item # 100203609
24" W x 30" H
Item # 100203610
24" W x 36" H
Item # 100203611

Four Paws® Smart Gates Display Rack

Four Paws® offers a convenient, space-saving solution for merchandising its Smart Gates collection. 
Header card and laminated booklet also available. Please ask your sales representative for additional details.

Exercise Pens

Merchandising
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Deluxe Double Door Puppy Crate

Four Paws® Deluxe Puppy Crate has two easy-locking 
doors, one on top and one on the side. The leak-proof tray 
can be removed for quick and easy cleanup. Collapsible 
design is great for traveling. 

24" L x 18" W x 20" H
Item # 100203602

Deluxe Single Door Dog Crate

Four Paws® Deluxe Dog Crate is made of strong, heavy- 
duty black wire. Features an easy access front door with 
two safety latches and a removable crate pan. Includes a 
divider panel to adjust the length of living space as a puppy 
grows.

24" L x 18" W x 20" H
Item # 100203584
30" L x 19" W x 21" H
Item # 100203587
36" L x 22" W x 25" H
Item # 100203588
42" L x 28" W x 30" H
Item # 100203589
48" L x 30" W x 33" H
Item # 100203590

18" L x 12" W x 14" H 
(*No Divider Panel)

Item # 100203601
24" L x 18" W x 20" H
Item # 100203603
30" L x 19" W x 21" H
Item # 100203605

36" L x 22" W x 25" H
Item # 100203606
42" L x 28" W x 30" H
Item # 100203607
48" L x 30" W x 33" H
Item # 100203608

Deluxe Double Door Dog Crate

Four Paws® Deluxe Dog Crates help reduce  
housebreaking time and provide the perfect  
home for pets. Two easy-locking doors.  
The leak-proof removable tray makes cleanup  
quick and easy. Collapsible design is great  
for traveling. Divider panel is included so crate  
can “grow" as the puppy does.  
Available in 6 sizes.
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Kozy Keeper Sleepers®

Designed to fit inside Four Paws® dog and puppy crates.

Natural 35.5" x 22.5"
Item # 100203653
Natural 41.5" x 27.5"
Item # 100203654
Natural 47.5" x 29.5"
Item # 100203655

Natural 18.5" x 12.5"
Item # 100203650
Natural 23.5" x 17.5"
Item # 100203651
Natural 29.5" x 20.5"
Item # 100203652

3-in-1 Pet Stroller

The stroller is perfect for dogs,  
cats, rabbits, and other small pets  
no larger than 12 lbs. The carrier  
portion of the stroller can be  
easily removed to transport  
a pet anywhere. Fits under  
most airplane seats.  
Features zippered moon  
roof, a lead on the inside  
of the carrier that can  
be fastened to the  
pet’s collar, and an  
embroidered safety loop  
for a seat belt. The carrier portion is zippered on either 
side for quick access and/or loading or unloading of pets. 
Contains pockets, a food tray, and two cup holders. The 
carrier measures 17" x 11" x 11". The overall dimensions of 
the complete stroller are 23" x 38" x 16".

Item # 100203685

Fresh Air Pet Stroller

Pets with disabilities or pets  
that are by nature hard to walk  
(such as cats, rabbits, and  
chinchillas) can be easily,  
safely, and fashionably  
transported. Easy to  
assemble and to store.  
Netting to allow the pet  
the benefit of fresh air  
and sunshine as well as  
a covered portion to allow  
relief from the sun.  
Vinyl protected, synthetic  
cotton pad for comfort. The Fresh Air Pet Stroller has a 
food tray and two cup holders.

Item # 100203686

Sleepers & Strollers
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Black, 30'
Item # 100203563
Black, 50'
Item # 100203564

Cotton Web Leads

Made of 100% natural cotton, Four Paws® Dog Training Leads are preferred and recommended by professional dog handlers 
and trainers. 5/8" wide and featuring a solid bronze swivel snap for extra durability, they are available in lengths from 10 feet to 
50 feet in black.

Black, 10'
Item # 100203560
Black, 15' 
Item # 100203561
Black, 20'
Item # 100203562

10

Helping to keep pets safe is incredibly important to Four Paws®,
which is why we make leads and harnesses designed with safety, 
durability, and comfort in mind. 

Cotton Web Leads
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Medium, Red
Item # 100203707 
Medium, Blue
Item # 100203708
Large, Black
Item # 100203711
Large, Pink 
Item # 100203712
Large, Red
Item # 100203713
Large, Blue 
Item # 100203714
XLarge, Black
Item # 100203717
XLarge, Pink
Item # 100203718
XLarge, Red
Item # 100203719
XLarge, Blue 
Item # 100203720

XSmall, Black
Item # 100203693
XSmall, Pink
Item # 100203694
XSmall, Red
Item # 100203695
XSmall, Blue
Item # 100203696
Small, Black
Item # 100203699
Small, Pink
Item # 100203700
Small, Red
Item # 100203701
Small, Blue
Item # 100203702
Medium, Black
Item # 100203705
Medium, Pink
Item # 100203706

Comfort Control Harness

Made of durable, lightweight neoprene mesh material for a comfortable, breathable fit. Back hook harness provides pet  
parents with complete, tug-free control. Adjustable nylon strap provides a perfect fit. Available in 5 sizes and 4 colors.

Comfort Control Harness
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Nite Brite® Reflecting Leashes

Nite Brite® Reflecting Leashes help keep pets and pet parents 
visible and stylish. Visible from up to 200 feet away, this patent-
ed braided leash with sewn-in reflective material reflects when 
hit with light. 6' length, available in black, red, and blue, 2 sizes 
based on weight of the dog.

Black, 3/8" x 6'
Item # 100203551
Red, 3/8" x 6'
Item # 100203552
Blue, 3/8" x 6'
Item # 100203553
Black, 5/8" x 6'
Item # 100203555
Red, 5/8" x 6'
Item # 100203556
Blue, 5/8" x 6'
Item # 100203557

Quick Fit® Muzzle

Four Paws® Quick Fit® Muzzles 
are made of nylon and completely 
washable. Adjustable with minimal 
buckles. Available in 7 sizes.

Size 0
Item # 100203674
Size 1
Item # 100203675
Size 2
Item # 100203676
Size 3
Item # 100203677
Size 3XL
Item # 100203678
Size 4
Item # 100203679
Size 5
Item # 100203681 

Safety Seat Support Harness

The Safety Seat Support Harness was designed for pets’ 
comfort while riding in vehicles. This harness is fleece lined 
for maximum comfort and attaches easily to any car  
seatbelt or leash. Available in 4 sizes.

X-Small
Item # 100062458 
Small
Item # 100203731 
Medium
Item # 100203732 
Large
Item # 100203733

Nite Brite® Reflecting Products

Muzzles & Harnesses
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Tie-Out Cable -  
Heavyweight

Four Paws® Heavyweight Dog  
Tie-Out Cables are rust-proof and  
available in 4 lengths. Recommended  
for dogs over 50 lbs.  
Available in silver.

10' Silver 
Item # 100203837 
15' Silver 
Item # 100203838 
20' Silver 
Item # 100203839 
30' Silver 
Item # 100203840

Tie-Out Cable -  
Medium Weight

Four Paws® Medium Weight Tie-Out  
Cables allow freedom for your dog.  
These rust-proof cables are available  
in 4 lengths and are recommended for  
dogs under 50 lbs. Available in red.

10' Red 
Item # 100203876 
15' Red 
Item # 100203877 
20' Red 
Item # 100203878 
30' Red 
Item # 100203879

Tie-Out Cable - Super Weight

Four Paws® Super Dog Tie-Out Cables  
allow complete freedom. These rust-proof 
tie-outs are available in 2 lengths and are 
recommended for dogs over 50 lbs. 
Available in silver.

15' Silver 
Item # 100203843 
20' Silver 
Item # 100203844

Tie-Out Cable - Puppy

Four Paws® Puppy Tie-Out Cable helps  
protect your puppy in the yard. This  
rust-proof tie-out is recommended for  
puppies only. Orange for easy spotting.

15' Orange 
Item # 100203870

Trolley Exerciser -  
Heavyweight

Four Paws® Heavyweight Trolley  
Exercisers are available in lengths of  
50, 75, and 100 feet and come with a  
10' lead. Recommended for dogs  
over 50 lbs.

50' Silver 
Item # 100203841 
75' Silver 
Item # 100203842 
100' Silver 
Item # 100203835

Cables & Stakes

Four Paws® offers an extensive line of tie-out products, including 
chains, cables, overhead trolleys, and tie-out stakes in various 
strengths and lengths to keep pets comfortable.
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Roam-About Tie-Out Stake

The Roam-About is a 23" heavy-duty  
steel tie-out stake designed to hold firm  
in the ground.

Item # 100203915

The Hurricane Tie-Out Stake®

The Hurricane Tie-Out Stake® device is 
equipped with industrial-strength metal 
wings, which keep it safely secured in the 
ground and next to impossible to uproot. 
The Hurricane Tie-Out Stake® is built to 
endure the force of large dogs. Will with-
stand extreme weather conditions.

Item # 100203935

Walk About® Combo Stake 
with 15 ft. Cable

This combo package contains a Walk 
About® Tie-Out Stake and a 15' lightweight 
tie-out cable.

Item # 100062249

Walk About® Spiral Tie-Out Stake

This 19" spiral stake can be screwed into 
the ground for a secure hold. The Walk 
About® Stake features a shock absorber 
spring, which reduces the tension between 
the pet and the tie-out cable for comfort and 
ease of use.

Item # 100204025

Giant Tie-Out Stake

The Giant Tie-Out Stake was designed to 
firmly anchor large dogs. The stake is 28" 
long and made of solid steel that has been 
powder coated to inhibit rust.

Item # 100203929

Roam-About Tie-Out Stake with  
25 ft. Cable- Medium Weight

This combo package contains a Roam-
About Tie-Out Stake and a 25' medium 
weight tie-out cable.

Item # 100203923
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Crunch & Crackle Tug

Small, 11" 
Item # 100203467 
Large, 121⁄4" 
Item # 100203468

Crunch & Crackle

Small, 11" 
Item # 100062494 
Large, 121⁄4" 
Item # 100203466

A unique, virtually indestructible chew toy that encourages chewing 
and helps massage teeth and gums. Crunching and crackling will keep 
dogs entertained for hours!

Crunch & Crackle
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Super Catnip®  
Ski Slope Scratching Post  
Knock Down

The Ski Slope Scratching Post is  
built at an incline to offer cats a sturdy  
place to scratch instead of furniture.  
Reversible for extended life. Enclosed  
in each is a 0.75 oz bag of Super  
Catnip® leaves for your cat’s added  
enjoyment.

Item # 100202103

Super Catnip®  
Scratching Posts

Our Super Catnip® Scratching Posts  
are reversible for double the life of the  
product. Enclosed in each is a bag of  
Super Catnip® leaves for your cat’s  
added enjoyment. Can be hung from  
a door or laid flat.

Regular  
Item # 100202104 
Extra Wide  
Item # 100062254

Super Catnip® 21" Carpet and  
Sisal Scratching Post

Super Catnip® Carpet and Sisal Scratching Post will keep 
cats happy and home furnishings safe. This sturdy 21" tall 
scratching post with a hanging catnip plush rattle ball is 
offered in retail-space-efficient knock-down packaging that 
allows consumer setup in seconds.

Item # 100202108

Super Catnip®  
Leaves & Blossoms

Super Catnip® Leaves & Blossoms is a  
carefully hand-picked and sun-dried  
aromatic catnip that cats will just love!  
Sprinkle in your cat’s play area  
or use to fill cat toys.

Item # 100204186

Super Catnip® Spray

Super Catnip® Spray is made from the  
extract of catnip plants. Spray on toys,  
scratching posts, and other objects.  
5 oz (143 g)

Item # 100523824

Super Catnip®
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Super Catnip® 24" Scratching Perch

Four Paws® Super Catnip® Scratching Perch features 
a carpeted base and top perch along with a sisal and 
carpeted 24" tall scratching post, complete with 2 hanging 
catnip plush rattle balls.

Item # 100202109

Super Catnip® Crazy Pants

They’re totally crazy and cats love ’em! Super Catnip® Crazy 
Pants are a fun, pants-shaped crawl-thru for cats.  
The unique pants design provides 2 tunnels for cats to 
explore. Lined with crinkle material for added intrigue, 
these brightly colored fabric pants include pockets and belt 
accents. The pop-up, stay-open waist and pant legs  
provide easy cat access, and a little catnip sewn into the 
pant legs adds to the fun.

Item # 100203061

Hand Guard® Litter Scooper

This litter scooper has a guard in the back that protects 
hands from touching the cat litter. It can be used on every 
type of litter, including sand and clay. Available in 2 styles.

Large Flat Scooper 
Item # 100202139

Sifting Litter Scooper

Extra-long, single-handed scooper keeps your hand away 
from the dirty cat litter. Easily grabs your cat’s waste and 
sifts the clean litter back into the litter box, minimizing  
wasted litter.

Item # 100202142

Super Catnip®



About Us

Since 1970, Four Paws® has been 

committed to manufacturing the highest 

quality pet products available on the 

market. We are equally committed to 

providing the finest customer service in 

the industry. Every product is tested for 

usability for both pets and pet parents. 

Four Paws® is a proud member of the 

following Pet Industry Trade Associations: 

APPA, WWPSA, PIJAC, PIDA.
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